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Can you believe it's June and that another school year has come to an end?
We have had a fantastic year at Kids Kingdom and are excited to start our summer vacation.
Thanks to all those who helped make this school year a great one!
**Important reminders.....Graduation is almost here... Notices will be sent home with
all the details. Please R.S.V.P. letting us know who and how many people will be attending
and if you will be taking your child home after graduation.
Pre-K - Please remember to send in a pillow, blanket, sunscreen, bathing suit and an
extra set of clothes.
Reminder:: **Kids Kingdom will be closed the week of the 4th of July, 2018 for
our summer vacation
Our math/science goal for this month will be to recognize all numbers to 30 and to
explore the characteristics of objects. Our language/literacy goal will be to understand and
follow appropriate social conversation skills. Our physical health goal will be how to stay safe
and avoid dangerous situations. Our creative arts goal will be to appreciate the arts. Our
social/emotional goal will be to become aware that they are unique individuals. Our social
studies goal will be to understand time. Our cognitive goal will be to learn to adapt to
changes.
The first week of the month will focus on Graduation. We will be practicing our songs,
getting ready for the big day, discussing moving on to Kindergarten and making some special
crafts. These will include autograph books, friendship bracelets and more. We will also make
cloud dough to play with!
.
The second week will focus on the special men in our lives. We will be making some
“special ” things for that special person. We can't tell you what but you will be pleasantly
surprised. We will also be making play dough to mold and create with.
Our last week of school will focus on summer sports. We will be making crafts such as
baseball bat and ball, paper plate beach ball, a favorite team pennant and a paper plate
frisbee. We will spend our last day together as a class playing games.
Now it is time to say goodbye to our friends and transition downstairs to the summer
program. We want to wish the best of luck to all of our Pre K children going off to Full Day
Kindergarten. You made it!!!!!! It will be sad to see you go, but you have learned so much at
Kids Kingdom, you will do great in school!! Have a wonderful summer and see you soon.

